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The story was about me but I was not able to find myself in my own woods. Lost. While the snarls and growls of animals grew louder and I had no breadcrumbs to help me find my way back. Oh, you had filled my hands with crumbs but the birds, damned things, ate them before they hit the ground. So much like you, impatient. Once, I set my dreams upon a clock but the clock wound down and I grew older and forgot the beginning—the story of me or so I thought. In the story I was running away from something? Someone? A large cat, like a raging panther, the kind that eats whatever moves. To save myself I jumped into a dark pool in the dark of the night lit only by moonlight through the canopy of trees that held such spiteful things they wouldn’t help. And there being no candy house I ate my own pink tongue. So I guess there is a story though I was never heard from again, and never found—here I am. And there you are.
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